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Quantum chemistry of the Fischer–Tropsch reaction
catalysed by a stepped ruthenium surface†
I. A. W. Filot, R. A. van Santen and E. J. M. Hensen*
A comprehensive density functional theory study of the Fischer–Tropsch mechanism on the corrugated
Ru(112̄1) surface has been carried out. Elementary reaction steps relevant to the carbide mechanism and
the CO insertion mechanism are considered. Activation barriers and reaction energies were determined for
CO dissociation, C hydrogenation, CHx + CHy and CHx + CO coupling, CHxCHy–O bond scission and
hydrogenation reactions, which lead to formation of methane and higher hydrocarbons. Water formation
that removes O from the surface was studied as well. The overall barrier for chain growth in the carbide
mechanism (preferred path CH + CH coupling) is lower than that for chain growth in the CO insertion
mechanism (preferred path C + CO coupling). Kinetic analysis predicts that the chain-growth probability
for the carbide mechanism is close to unity, whereas within the CO insertion mechanism methane will
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be the main hydrocarbon product. The main chain propagating surface intermediate is CH via CH + CH
and CH + CR coupling (R = alkyl). A more detailed electronic analysis shows that CH + CH coupling is
more difficult than coupling reactions of the type CH + CR because of the σ-donating effect of the alkyl
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substituent. These chain growth reaction steps are more facile on step-edge sites than on terrace sites.
The carbide mechanism explains the formation of long hydrocarbon chains for stepped Ru surfaces in the

www.rsc.org/catalysis

Fischer–Tropsch reaction.

Introduction
The limited supply of readily available petroleum stimulates
the search for alternative energy sources.1 Due to its abundance, natural gas is increasingly considered as a valuable
alternative feedstock for the synthesis of fuels and chemicals.
Synthesis gas (a mixture of CO and H2), which can be obtained
from natural gas by autothermal or steam reforming, can be
used to produce long-chain hydrocarbons in the Fischer–
Tropsch (FT) reaction.2–4 Several mechanistic proposals for this
chain-growth reaction have been reviewed elsewhere.5 They can
be distinguished by the assumption of the inserting species in
the growing chain. The inserting species is either a CHx monomer derived from surface CO dissociation in the carbide mechanism or an intermediate with the C–O bond intact in the CO
insertion mechanism. The carbide mechanism involves dissociation of adsorbed CO, hydrogenation of the carbon adatom
to a CHx building block and its insertion into the growing
hydrocarbon chains on the surface. The chain reaction is
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terminated by desorption of the hydrocarbon chain from the
surface as an alkene or alkane. An alternative termination pathway involves CO insertion, that results in aldehyde and alcohol
products. In the CO insertion mechanism, chain propagation
proceeds via insertion of a CO moiety and the C–O bond scission therefore occurs after C–C coupling. This is in contrast to
the carbide mechanism, where C–O bond scission occurs prior
to C–C coupling. Oxygen is predominantly removed from the
surface as water.5–8 The competing reaction is complete hydrogenation of the CHx surface intermediate to methane, which is
an undesired by-product.
Good FT catalysts should exhibit high selectivity towards
long-chain hydrocarbons4,9 which requires facile CO dissociation and slow chain-growth termination.10,11 Formation of
methane, the undesired by-product of the FT reaction, should
be minimized. The self-organization of monomeric C1 species
into growing chains can be seen as a simple polymerization
process and the molecular weights of the hydrocarbon products tend to follow the Anderson–Schulz–Flory (ASF) distribution.12,13 Experimentally, it is usually found that the C1 and C2
product selectivities deviate from the ASF distribution.12,14–20
Two important schools of thought exist about the nature of
the catalytically active surface. On the one hand, it is assumed
that the close-packed surfaces (terraces) are the active
sites.21,22 Although metal atoms with low coordination numbers are in principle more reactive, it has been argued that
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these more reactive low-coordinated sites become blocked
due to their strong interaction with the adsorbed species and,
in particular, with carbon adatoms. On the other hand, the
high reactivity of low-coordinated sites, especially for CO
bond dissociation over stepped (B5) sites, is considered to be
crucial to provide sufficient monomer building blocks to
maintain a high rate of chain growth.11,23–26
The mechanism of CO dissociation on metallic surfaces
has recently been elucidated. Experimental observations27,28
and theoretical calculations24,29,30 agree on the importance of
ensembles of surface metal atoms arranged in such a way
that a stepped site is obtained for facile CO dissociation.
These sites are usually called B5 sites. On such stepped sites of
Co and Ru surfaces, the direct dissociation of CO is favoured
over the hydrogen-assisted alternative involving the formyl
(CHO) intermediate.23,24,31,32 Although the discovery of the
Fischer–Tropsch reaction is almost a century ago, many open
questions remain about the reactions that lead to chain growth
and chain-growth termination.
A large number of candidate reaction steps have been proposed for chain growth relevant to carbide and CO insertion
mechanisms. Originally, Fischer and Tropsch proposed that surface CH2 couples with surface CH3.2,33 Modern insights about
surface reactivity and theoretical chemistry advances now learn
us that this proposal is incorrect, because the predicted barrier
for this coupling step is very high30 and, also, because the surface coverage of CH2 and CH3 is predicted to be low.34–36 Hu
and coworkers37 have explored various coupling reactions for a
range of transition metal surfaces using Density Functional Theory (DFT). Their analysis stresses the importance of the surface
abundance of particular CHx species and, also, indicates that
stepped sites are preferred for C–C bond formation reactions for
Ru surfaces, with C + CH and CH + CH coupling being the most
favourable pathways. On Co surfaces, however, CH2 + CH2 coupling and C + CH3 coupling are more likely candidates for
chain growth. Saeys and co-workers have studied the CO insertion pathway on flat Co(0001) surfaces.38,39 CH2 + CO coupling
was found to be the most favourable pathway.38 The group of
Maitlis has performed extensive studies on the mechanistic
aspects employing a model system using a Co homogeneous
catalyst.40–42 They found that the CH2 insertion into a surface
alkyl is the dominant mechanism. Water formation, which is
required to remove O originating from CO dissociation, was
also studied recently by DFT.43–46 It is generally proposed that,
following OH formation, formation of adsorbed water occurs
more favourably through proton migration between two
hydroxyl adsorbates than via direct hydrogenation of the
hydroxyl intermediate.
In the present theoretical study, we employed DFT to
investigate all elementary reaction steps from syngas following the carbide as well as the CO insertion mechanism that
lead to formation of ethylene and ethane on a stepped
Ru(112̄1) surface. These reactions include the already wellstudied CO dissociation and CH4 formation, because our aim
is to build a database of kinetic parameters for all reaction
steps relevant to the FT reaction at the same computational
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accuracy. We also study the hydrogenation of the surface
intermediates towards olefinic and paraffin products and
include formation of water, which removes O atoms from the
surface. We rationalize the experimentally observed lower C2
selectivity in the ASF distribution by considering how the
reactivity of C3 surface intermediates will differ from that of
C2 intermediates. We explain the different kinetics of coupling reactions occurring on terraces and step-edge sites.
Finally, we elaborate on the most likely FT pathway by comparing the different FT reaction routes comprising both the
carbide and the CO insertion mechanism.

Method
Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations were performed
using the Vienna Ab initio simulation package (VASP).47,48
The Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional was employed for all calculations.49 To describe the
interaction between nuclei and core electrons, the projectoraugmented wave (PAW) method was used.50,51 For the valence
electrons a plane-wave basis set with an energy cut-off of
400 eV and a Brillouin zone sampling of 5 × 5 × 1 k-points were
used. All elementary reactions were investigated on a stepped
Ru(112̄1) surface model (Fig. 1). The model for the stepped site
consists of a slab with a thickness of at least 5 atomic layers
and using a p(2 × 2) unit cell. To confirm that the thickness of
the slab was sufficient, it was verified that the energy with
respect to the number of layers in the slab was converged. The
Ru(112̄1) surface contains terrace and step-edge sites and is
accordingly representative for a dual reaction centre mechanism as explored earlier.10 In order to avoid spurious interactions between the images of the system, a vacuum layer of at
least 10 Å was added along the z-axis. To confirm that the vacuum layer was large enough, it was verified that the electron
density approached zero at the border of the unit cell. To
avoid dipole–dipole interactions between the super cells,
adsorbates were placed on both sides of the surface retaining
an inversion centre.
Ionic relaxation was carried out by the conjugate gradient
method. During geometry optimization, all the degrees of
freedom of the atoms in the slab as well as the adsorbed species were relaxed. To determine transition states, the nudged

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of (left) the corrugated Ru(112̄1)
surface and (right) the close-packed Ru(0001) terrace surface.
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elastic band (NEB) method as developed by Jónsson et al.
was employed.52 The initial images between the optimized
initial and final states were obtained via linear interpolation.
The transition state was confirmed to be a saddle point on
the electronic energy surface by means of frequency analysis.
Within VASP, this frequency analysis is performed by
constructing a Hessian matrix using the finite difference
approach. We only considered the frequencies of the
adsorbed species within this analysis as the contribution of
the metal atoms can be neglected. Prior to investigating the
location and properties of the transition states, the structure
and energetics of a large number of adsorption models of
reactants, intermediates and products were determined.
Based on these results, the initial guesses for the transition
states were constructed.

Results and discussion
DFT calculations
DFT calculations will be presented for the elementary reaction steps relevant to the carbide as well as the CO insertion
mechanism of the Fischer–Tropsch reaction. The main
groups of reactions studied are (i) CO dissociation, (ii) C
hydrogenation to CHx intermediate and CH4, (iii) CHx–CHx
coupling, (iv) CHx–CHx hydrogenation, (v) CHx–CO coupling,
(vi) CHxCHyO hydrogenation, (vii) CHxCHy–O scission and
(viii) O hydrogenation to H2O. For the carbide mechanism,
reactions of groups (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) and (viii) are relevant.
The CO insertion mechanism is covered by reaction of groups
(i), (v), (vi), (vii) and (viii). We did not explore oxygen removal
via CO2 formation, because the CO2 selectivity for Ru catalysts in the FT reaction is low.13,53,54
CO dissociation
The energy barriers for CO dissociation are given in Table 1
and correspond well with values reported before for the
stepped Ru(112̄1) surface.23 Direct dissociation of CO is the
preferred route, because the hydrogen-assisted route involves
the thermodynamically unfavourable formyl intermediate,
resulting in a much higher overall barrier for CH formation.
C hydrogenation to CH4
Hydrogenation of adsorbed C to CH4 has been investigated
for the Ru(112̄1) surface before.36 Here, we carried out these
calculations at the same computational accuracy as for the
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other elementary reaction steps. The forward and backward
activation energies for the consecutive hydrogenation steps of
CHx (x = 0–3) to CHy (y = 1–4) are listed in Table 1.
The corresponding initial, transition and final states for
these reactions are given in the ESI† (Table S1). The activation
energies are with respect to the most stable adsorption site of
the reacting surface adsorbates. In analogy with results for
other transition metals, C hydrogenation to CH is relatively facile. For Ru(112̄1), it is slightly endothermic. Further hydrogenation to CH2 (methylidene) is more difficult (Eact = 75 kJ mol−1)
and endothermic by 38 kJ mol−1. This implies that at reasonable reaction temperatures surface CH2 and its hydrogenation
products are much less abundant than C and CH surface intermediates. The barrier for the endothermic CH3 (methyl) formation is 57 kJ mol−1. The barrier for CH4 formation, which
involves a single elementary reaction step recombining CH3
and H over a single Ru atom, has the highest barrier among
the CHx hydrogenation steps (94 kJ mol−1).

CHx + CHy coupling reactions
A total of 10 reactions between CHx species were considered
for carbon–carbon bond formation to describe chain growth
in the carbide mechanism of the Fischer–Tropsch reaction
(Table 2).
The corresponding initial, transition and final states are
given in the ESI.† Reactions between CH2 and CH3 and
between two CH3 (reactions 14 and 15) were not investigated,
because it is well known that the interaction of the spatially
extended C–H bonds in CH3 adsorbates results in repulsion,
precluding C–C bond formation.55 Despite considerable
efforts, we could not identify transition states for the following reactions: C + CH2, CH + CH2 and CH + CH3 coupling.
We assume that these reaction will not occur on the Ru(112̄1)
surface. It should be noted that these reactions have been
reported to be feasible on terrace surfaces.56 For the
remaining five coupling steps C + C, C + CH, CH + CH, CH2 +
CH2 and C + CH3 coupling, we identified six unique transition states. For the CH + CH coupling step, two different
pathways were found (see Fig. 2).
The analogous coupling reaction involving longer chains
adsorbed on the surface are of the CH + CR type with R being
an alkyl group. Therefore, we investigated this latter reaction
step for R = CH3 in more detail in section 3.2. Table 2 shows
that the barrier for CH + CH coupling is substantially lower
on the step-edge site than on the terrace surface. This

Table 1 Methanation pathway of synthesis gas on Ru(112̄1). The reported forward and reverse energies are in relation to the most stable states found
for the reactants and products

Index

Elementary reaction

Forward Eact (kJ mol−1)

Backward Eact (kJ mol−1)

1
2
3
4
5

CO* + * → C* + O*
C* + H* → CH* + *
CH* + H* → CH2* + *
CH2* + H* → CH3* + *
CH3* + H* → CH4 + 2*

65
40
75
57
94

90
39
37
47
57

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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Table 2 CHx + CHy coupling reactions and their forward and backward activation energies for Ru(112̄1)

Index

Elementary reaction

Forward Eact (kJ mol−1)

Backward Eact (kJ mol−1)

6
7
8
9
10a
10b
11
12
13
14
15

C* + C* → CC* + *
C* + CH* → CCH* + *
C* + CH2* → CCH2* + *
C* + CH3* → CCH3* + *
CH* + CH* → CHCH* + * (terrace)
CH* + CH* → CHCH* + * (step)
CH* + CH2* → CHCH2* + *
CH* + CH3* → CHCH3* + *
CH2* + CH2* → CH2CH2* + *
CH2* + CH3* → CH2CH3* + *
CH3* + CH3* → CH3CH3* + *

138
129
Not found
92
149
86
Not found
Not found
54
Not investigated
Not investigated

144
75
116
117
55

60

Fig. 3 Schematic representation of hydrogenation of adsorbed
acetylene to ethane.

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the two CH + CH coupling
pathways on the Ru(112̄1) surface. The coupling of two CH moieties on
(top) a terrace site and (bottom) a step-edge site. The black and white
spheres represent carbon and hydrogen atoms, respectively.

preference for coupling on the step-edge site is in accordance
with several other works.37,57,58 Based on this insight, we
investigated the other coupling reactions (reactions 6, 7, 9
and 13) on the stepped surface as well. The most facile coupling reaction occurs between two methylidene species with a
barrier of 54 kJ mol−1 (reaction 6). The barrier for the other
coupling reactions are higher: 86 kJ mol−1 for CH + CH, 92 kJ
mol−1 for C + CH3, 129 kJ mol−1 for C + CH and 138 kJ mol−1
for coupling of two carbon adatoms (C + C).

CHxCHy hydrogenation reactions
After formation of carbon–carbon bonds, higher hydrocarbons
may leave the surface as olefins or paraffins (see Fig. 3). We
investigated such chain-growth termination steps for CHx–CHy
species. From CCH, a large number of hydrogenation routes to
ethylene and ethane needs to be considered. These possibilities
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and the results of a reaction energy analysis are given in
Table 3.
The structures of the involved stable and transition states
are collected in the ESI.† Hydrogenation of CCH to CCH2
(reaction 17) and CHCH to CHCH2 (reaction 19) have very similar forward activation barriers around 82 kJ mol−1. While CCH2
formation is exothermic, CHCH2 formation is endothermic.
Subsequent hydrogenation to CCH3 (reaction 18) and CHCH3
(reaction 20) proceeds with barriers of 19 and 62 kJ mol−1,
respectively.
Comparatively, hydrogenation of CCH to CHCH and the
reverse dehydrogenation of CHCH to CCH (reaction 21) are
kinetically hindered with barriers of 140 and 162 kJ mol−1,
respectively. Hydrogenation of CCH2 to CHCH2 (reaction 22)
and of CCH3 to CHCH3 (reaction 23) have barriers of
82 kJ mol−1. The reverse dehydrogenation reactions are very
facile with barriers of 21 and 8 kJ mol−1, respectively. This
implies that CCHx intermediates are significantly more stable
than the corresponding CHCH x intermediates. This difference draws similarity to the higher stability of adsorbed CH
over CH2. Finally, we consider reactions that lead to formation of ethylene (reaction 24) and ethane (reactions 25, 26
and 27). Whereas ethylene formation proceeds with an activation energy of 45 kJ mol−1 and is almost thermodynamically
neutral, the hydrogenation of CHCH3 to CH2CH3 and, finally,
CH3CH3 is endothermic. Although the first hydrogenation
step to CH2CH3 is facile and slightly exothermic, the second

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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Table 3 Hydrogenation reactions of C2 surface intermediates and their forward and backward activation energies for Ru(112̄1)

Index

Elementary reaction

Forward Eact (kJ mol−1)

Backward Eact (kJ mol−1)

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

CC* + H* → CCH* + *
CCH* + H* → CCH2* + *
CCH2* + H* → CCH3* + *
CHCH* + H* → CHCH2* + *
CHCH2* + H* → CHCH3* + *
CCH* + H* → CHCH* + *
CCH2* + H* → CHCH2* + *
CCH3* + H* → CHCH3* + *
CHCH2* + H* → CH2CH2* + *
CHCH3* + H* → CH2CH3* + *
CH2CH2* + H* → CH2CH3* + *
CH2CH3* + H* → CH3CH3* + *

104
82
19
83
62
140
82
82
45
19
58
112

72
129
4
46
34
162
21
8
42
23
34
71

hydrogenation step toward ethane has to overcome a relatively
high barrier of 112 kJ mol−1. It is endothermic by 41 kJ mol−1.
Alternatively, adsorbed ethylene can be further hydrogenated
to CH2CH3 (reaction 26). Although this reaction is facile with
an activation barrier of 58 kJ mol−1, the reverse reaction is
more favourable with an activation energy of 34 kJ mol−1.
CHx + CO coupling
Three different reactions between CHx species and CO were
considered for chain propagation in the CO insertion mechanism (Table 4). These reactions all involve the migration of
adsorbed CO to a site adjacent to the CHx adsorption site
followed by C–C bond formation. Both carbon atoms in the
final coupled CHx–CO species coordinate to surface Ru
atoms. This strongly differs from mechanisms proposed
based on homogeneous mononuclear coordination complexes for CO insertion or migration.59
The corresponding initial, transition and final states are given
in the ESI.† The reaction between CH3 and CO (reaction 30)
was not considered due to the expected steric repulsion. The
most facile CO insertion reaction is the C + CO coupling reaction (reaction 28) with a barrier of 138 kJ mol−1. The barrier for
CH + CO coupling (reaction 29) and CH2 + CO coupling (reaction 30) are somewhat higher at 148 kJ mol−1 and 155 kJ mol−1,
respectively. From comparison with the data in Table 2, it is
immediately clear that the barriers for CO insertion are significantly higher than those for CHx + CHy coupling (Table 2).
Moreover, all CO insertion reactions are strongly endothermic
by at least 77 kJ mol−1, implying that the rate constants for the
reverse reactions are substantially higher.
CHx–CO hydrogenation
After CO insertion, the resulting CHxCO moiety can be hydrogenated to form a CHxCHyO species. We did not consider

formation of oxygenated products that can leave the surface,
because their yield is usually very low under practical FT conditions. For each CHxCO* intermediate, the hydrogenation of
either carbon atom was considered. This results in five different hydrogenation reactions (Table 5).
We could not identify a transition state for CCO* hydrogenation (reaction 33). The orientation of the CCO* moiety in
the step-edge site (see the ESI†) prevents hydrogenation of
the carbon atom of the CO group. The most difficult hydrogenation step is that of CCO* to CHCO* (reaction 32), which
involves an activation energy of 104 kJ mol−1. The other reactions, i.e. the hydrogenation of CHCO* to CH2CO, that of
CHCO* to CHCHO* and finally the hydrogenation of CH2CO*
to CH2CHO* proceed with lower activation energies of 95, 68
and 63 kJ mol−1, respectively. All CHxCO hydrogenation reactions are endothermic.
CHxCHy–O bond scission
For chain growth to proceed, the C–O bond in the CHxCHyO
surface intermediate must first cleave. Five such elementary
reaction steps were considered for which results are listed in
Table 6.
Among these reactions, it is most easy to cleave the C–O
bond in CCO* with an activation energy of 52 kJ mol−1. The
C–O bond cleavage barriers for the other reactions are higher.
All reactions are strongly exothermic, especially those for the
partially hydrogenated fragments.
Water formation
In the FT reaction, the surface oxygen atoms deriving from
CO dissociation are predominantly removed as water
(Table 7). Water formation can proceed via two mechanisms,
both involving intermediate OH formation from O and H
(reaction 42) followed by either direct hydrogenation of OH

Table 4 CHx + CO coupling reactions and their forward and backward activation energy

Index

Elementary reaction

Forward Eact (kJ mol−1)

Backward Eact (kJ mol−1)

28
29
30
31

C* + CO* → CCO* + *
CH* + CO* → CHCO* + *
CH2* + CO* → CH2CO* + *
CH3* + CO* → CH3CO* + *

138
148
155
Not investigated

61
44
36

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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Table 5 Hydrogenation reactions of CHxCO surface intermediates and their forward and backward activation energies for Ru(112̄1)

Index

Elementary reaction

Forward Eact (kJ mol−1)

Backward Eact (kJ mol−1)

32
33
34
35
36

CCO* + H* → CHCO* + *
CCO* + H* → CCHO* + *
CHCO* + H* → CH2CO* + *
CHCO* + H* → CHCHO* + *
CH2CO* + H* → CH2CHO* + *

104
Not found
95
68
63

77
41
7
4

Table 6 CHxCHy–O bond scission and their forward and backward activation energies

Index

Elementary reaction

Forward Eact (kJ mol−1)

Backward Eact (kJ mol−1)

37
38
39
40
41

CCO* + * → CC* + O*
CHCO* + * → CCH* + O*
CH2CO* + * → CCH2* + O*
CHCHO* + * → CHCH* + O*
CH2CHO* + * → CHCH2* + O*

52
92
77
72
65

127
163
248
225
234

Table 7 Elementary reaction steps leading to removal of water including their forward and backward activation energies

Index

Elementary reaction

Forward Eact (kJ mol−1)

Backward Eact (kJ mol−1)

42
43
44

O* + H* → OH* + *
OH* + H* → H2O* + *
OH* + OH* → H2O* + O* + *

97
89
54

49
15
11

to H2O (reaction 43) or via proton migration between two OH
species to form H2O and O (reaction 44). The first hydrogenation step to produce adsorbed OH has a relatively high barrier
of 97 kJ mol−1. The barrier for water formation via OH hydrogenation is 89 kJ mol−1. Comparatively, the reaction between
two hydroxyl groups is much more facile with a barrier of
54 kJ mol−1. This suggests that water formation by reaction of
two OH groups to H2O and adsorbed O is preferred.
Electron density difference analysis
To understand the differences in activation energies of the various elementary reaction steps, we investigated electron density
differences of selected reactions. Since the use of atomic
charges is not preferred as it is difficult to assign electrons to a
specific atom and chemical bonding typically involves contributions of several molecular orbitals, it is more instructive to map
electron density differences in space. We focus here on three
important issues relevant for the FT reaction. Firstly, we address
the different reactivities of terrace and stepped sites. In particular, we focus on the coupling step with the lowest activation barrier, i.e. CH + CH coupling. Secondly, we will compare CH
coupling with CH and CCH3 on stepped sites, because the latter
reaction is relevant for formation of C3 products. Finally, we will
highlight the different adsorption strengths of ethylene and
propylene on stepped sites, which explains the lower than
expected C2 selectivity observed during the FT reaction.
CH + CH coupling
The barriers for CH + CH coupling on stepped and terrace
sites of the Ru(112̄1) (Fig. 2) are 86 and 149 kJ mol−1,
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respectively. Fig. 4a shows the electron density shifts that
result from the formation of C–C bonds between two CH surface species in the corresponding transition state complexes.
To determine these, the electron density distributions of the
two separate CH fragments and the empty surface were
subtracted from the electron density distribution of the transition state complex. It is seen that in the transition state for
the stepped site the electron density between the two C atoms
is lowered and shifts to the metal atom. The corresponding
shift in electron density for the transition state formation on
the terrace site is smaller. There are two reasons for this difference. Firstly, it relates to the specific geometry of the transition state complex on the stepped site, which results in
increased overlap between the bonding C–C orbitals and the
metal d-band. Secondly, the coordinative unsaturation of the
surface metal atoms is higher for the stepped than for the terrace surface. The decrease in electron density between the two
CH fragments by electron donation to the metal center results
in decreased Pauli repulsion and, accordingly, in lower activation energy for coupling.
CH + CH vs. CH + CCH3 coupling
We found that methylidyne (CH) coupling to the CCH3 surface intermediate (Fig. 4b) proceeds with lower barrier than
CH coupling to another CH species (65 vs. 86 kJ mol−1). In
Fig. 4a, the electron density shifts for C–C bond formation are
shown. It can be seen that in the transition state for CH + CCH3
coupling more electron density is shifted from between the CH
and CCH3 species to the metal atom relative to the CH–CH case.
This difference is caused by the σ-donating effect of the methyl
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Fig. 5 Electron density difference plots of the adsorbed states of
ethylene (left) and propylene (right) on the Ru(112̄1) surface. These
plots were generated by subtracting the electron density of the
individual complexes in vacuum and empty surface from the electron
density of the complex. Note that the electron density difference for
ethylene is larger than for propylene.

compared to ethylene. We expect that the stronger interaction of ethylene will result in increased surface residence
time of this fragment, which increases the probability of its
chain growth relative to desorption and hydrogenation as
compared with that of its higher carbon number analogues.

Reaction energy diagrams

Fig. 4 a. Electron density difference plots of the transition state
for CH + CH coupling on the terrace (left), step-edge (middle) and of
CH + CCH3 coupling on the step-edge (right) of the Ru(112̄1) surface.
These plots were generated by subtracting the electron density of the
individual CH moieties on the surface from the electron density of the
complex. Note that the electron density difference for the step-edge
site is larger than for the terrace site. 4b. Schematic representation of
CH–CH and CH–CCH3 coupling on a step-edge site of the Ru(112̄1)
surface. The initial and final state of reaction are displayed.

group. Consequently, the Pauli repulsion between CH and
CCH3 is lower than between two CH fragments, explaining why
the barrier for coupling of the former two fragments is lower.
Ethylene vs. propylene desorption
Ethylene and propylene adsorb ‘side-on’ on a single Ru atom
through interaction with their CC double bonds. The
adsorption energies of ethylene and propylene are 120 and
100 kJ mol−1, respectively. The electron density shifts upon
olefin adsorption are shown in Fig. 5. Here, the electron density difference is determined by subtracting the electron density of the adsorbate in the geometry it has in the adsorbed
state and the empty surface from the electron density of the
surface–adsorbate complex. The difference in electron density
for ethylene is larger than for propylene. The reason for the
decreased electron density shift of the double bond in
adsorbed propylene is the π-accepting nature of the CH3 substituent. This results in weaker adsorption of propylene as

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014

We constructed reaction energy diagrams based on the elementary reaction steps explored in the DFT study (Tables 2–6).
Fig. 6 shows the reaction energy diagram for formation of ethylene and water from CO and H2 in the carbide mechanism.
For comparison, this diagram also contains the reaction pathway that leads to methane and water from synthesis gas. The
ZPE (zero-point energy)-corrected overall reaction energies for
ethylene and methane formation are −212 and −217 kJ mol−1,
respectively, which are close to thermodynamic data.
Fig. 7 shows that the preferred pathway for formation of
adsorbed CH2CH2 involves CH + CH coupling followed by
hydrogenation to CH2CH2. The C + CH coupling reaction is
very unfavourable with a forward barrier of 129 kJ mol−1. The
overall barrier for C + CH3 coupling is also unfavourable,
because CH3 formation is endothermic and the barrier for its
coupling to C is also relatively high. Further reaction of CCH3
to CH2CH2 would involve the endothermic dehydrogenation
to CCH2, followed by the endothermic hydrogenation to
CHCH2 (Eact = 61 kJ mol−1) and the nearly thermoneutral
hydrogenation step to adsorbed CH2CH2 with a barrier of
45 kJ mol−1. Although coupling of two CH2 fragments is facile, their formation is strongly endothermic. As C and CH are
the most stable surface intermediates yet coupling reactions
between C adsorbates are unfavourable, CH is predicted to
be the dominant chain propagation surface intermediate.
The desorption energy of adsorbed ethylene is 120 kJ mol−1.
The further hydrogenation of ethylene to ethane is included
in Fig. 6. The most difficult step towards ethane formation is
the hydrogenative desorption of CH2CH3 to CH3CH3 with an
activation energy of 112 kJ mol−1.
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Fig. 6 Reaction energy diagram for ethane, ethylene and methane formation from carbon monoxide and hydrogen. A straight line indicates an
adsorption/desorption reaction, whereas the parabolic lines denote a surface elementary reaction step. The adsorption/desorption energies as well
as the forward and backward activation energies are given. The detailed pathways for the reactions from adsorbed C* and CH* to CH2CH3* and
CHCH2* are given in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7 Enlarged part of the reaction energy diagram showing various
routes to ethane and ethylene formation. All data refer to the Ru(112̄1)
surface.

Fig. 8 summarizes the pathways relevant to the CO insertion mechanism leading towards CHCH* formation in a reaction energy diagram. Similar to the carbide mechanism, the
growing chain is initiated from adsorbed C*, which requires
CO dissociation. The most favourable path involves C + CO
coupling followed by CC formation and its hydrogenation to
CHCH. As CH together with C are the most stable CHx surface

3136 | Catal. Sci. Technol., 2014, 4, 3129–3140

Fig. 8 Reaction energy diagram for CHCH* formation from CO and
H2. The various routes in the CO insertion mechanism are compared
to the CH–CH route in the carbide mechanism.

intermediates, we also considered CH + CO coupling. The overall barrier to CCH* formation via this route is higher because
of the relatively low stability of the CHCO intermediate. This
pathway is nevertheless relevant to the CO insertion mechanism, because only the first coupling (i.e., C2 formation) can
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proceed via C + CO. Growth beyond C2 surface species will proceed via CR + CO with R being an alkyl group, for which the
barrier of the CH + CO coupling is a reasonable estimate.
Although the barrier for CH2 + CO coupling is only slightly
higher than for the other considered coupling reactions, the
lower surface stability of CH2 vs. C and CH results in a substantially higher overall barrier towards the product without the
O atom, namely CH2C. The alternative pathway via CH2CHO is
even less favourable.
Comparison of these paths with that of chain growth via
CH + CH coupling (Fig. 8) clearly shows that the overall barrier
for CHCH formation via the carbide mechanism (63 kJ mol−1)
is substantially lower than the preferred pathway via CO insertion (138 kJ mol−1). The CO insertion route is unfavourable
because of the endothermicity of the CHx + CO coupling
(Table 4) as well as of subsequent CHxCO hydrogenation reactions (Table 5).
Fig. 9 shows the reaction energy diagram for propylene
formation within the carbide mechanism. This diagram
involves CH as the main inserting species in view of the low
barrier for CH insertion into CCH3 species as compared to
the most favourable CH + CH pathway for C2 formation.
Fig. 9 also shows that further growth of the CHCH2 surface
intermediate is favoured over formation and desorption of
ethylene. This already indicates that the computed kinetics
are conducive to formation of long chain hydrocarbon products on this surface. Compared to the C2 case, there will be
less competition between chain growth of a C3 intermediate

Paper

and desorption of propylene, because the desorption energy
of propylene is lower than that of ethylene. We expect that
the adsorption energy of longer olefins will be very similar to
that of propylene. Qualitatively, the different balances
between chain growth and product desorption for C2 and
higher carbon number surface intermediates explains the
experimentally observed C2 selectivity below that of the ASF
distribution for the higher hydrocarbon products.12
Carbide vs. CO insertion mechanism
An important prerequisite for obtaining long hydrocarbon
chains in the Fischer–Tropsch reaction is fast chain growth
rate vs. chain-growth termination rate. This condition will lead
to high values for the chain-growth probability α, defined as



i
i 1

(1)

where θi is the concentration of growing hydrocarbon chains
with length i.
We have earlier deduced explicit expressions for the
chain-growth probability within the framework of lumpedsum kinetics for both the carbide and the CO insertion mechanism.25,26,60 For the carbide mechanism, the expression is

C 

kp C1
kp C1  k t

(2)

Fig. 9 Reaction energy diagram for propylene from carbon monoxide and hydrogen. All data are for the Ru(112̄1) surface.
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where αC is the chain-growth probability in the carbide
mechanism, kp the rate constant for CHx + CHy coupling,
θC1the surface concentration of C1 monomers and kt the rate
for chain-growth termination. For the CO insertion mechanism, we have deduced the expression
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 CO 

kp CO

(3)

kp CO  k t

where αCO is the chain-growth probability in the CO insertion mechanism and θCO the surface concentration of CO.
These formulas imply that a high α-value is obtained
when the rate constant for chain propagation (kp) is significantly higher than the rate constant for chain-growth termination (kt).
To determine the reaction rate constants for the chain
growth steps in eqn (2) and (3), we determined the highest
overall barrier along the reaction pathway with respect to the
energy of the monomeric building block. These building
blocks are surface CH and CO adsorbates, respectively, for
the carbide and CO insertion mechanisms (details on other
reaction steps and further assumptions are in the ESI†). The
rate constants are listed in Table 8. Eqn (2) and (3) show that
the chain-growth probability will also depend on the surface
coverage of the chain propagating intermediate. To understand whether the proposed mechanisms can lead to desired
Fischer–Tropsch products, we simply determined the chaingrowth probability as a function of these surface coverages.
The C1 coverage is reported to be below 10% under FTS conditions, whereas the CO surface coverage may be assumed to
be 90% or higher.11,26,60 Fig. 10 shows that the chain-growth
probability for the CO insertion mechanism is negligible
irrespective of the CO coverage. This analysis implies that
CHx hydrogenation to methane is strongly preferred over
chain propagation with CO as the building block. On the contrary, all three pathways with reasonable overall barrier for
chain growth in the carbide mechanism, that is CH + CH
coupling (96 kJ mol−1), CH2 + CH2 coupling (126 kJ mol−1)
and C + CH3 coupling (136 kJ mol−1) give greater than zero
values for the chain-growth probability. At typical C1 coverage
below 10%, the chain-growth probability is highest for the
CH + CH coupling pathway.

Table 8 Rate constants computed at T = 220 °C for chain-propagation
and chain-growth termination for the most favourable routes in carbide
and CO insertion mechanisms

Route

Mechanism

kp [mol s−1]

kt [mol s−1]

CHCH
CCH3
CH2CH2
CHCO
CHCHO
CH2CO
CH2CHO

Carbide
Carbide
Carbide
CO insertion
CO insertion
CO insertion
CO insertion

6.79 ×
4.51 ×
3.94 ×
1.74 ×
1.00 ×
3.80 ×
5.84 ×

5.88
5.88
5.88
5.88
5.88
5.88
5.88
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102
10−1
10−2
10−8
10−12
10−13
10−17

× 10−4
× 10−4
× 10−4
× 10−4
× 10−4
× 10−4
× 10−4

Fig. 10 Computed chain-growth probability (α) as a function of the
surface coverage of the chain propagating surface intermediate (CH in
the carbide mechanism and CO in the CO insertion mechanism). The
black and red dotted lines indicate typical respective C1 and CO coverage encountered under typical FT reaction conditions.

Conclusions
DFT calculations were carried out for elementary reaction
steps of carbide and CO insertion mechanisms relevant to
the Fischer–Tropsch reaction on the stepped Ru(112̄1) surface. Activation barriers and reaction energies were determined for CO dissociation, C hydrogenation, CHx + CHy and
CHx + CO coupling, hydrogenation reactions of the surface
intermediates, CHxCHy–O bond scission and O hydrogenation, which lead to formation of methane, higher hydrocarbons including olefins and alkanes and water. The preferred
path for propagation in the carbide mechanism is CH + CH
coupling. Higher hydrocarbons are formed by CH insertion
into a CCH3 (or C(CH2)nCH3 equivalents) intermediate, which
is formed via a sequence of hydrogenation–dehydrogenation
steps of adsorbed CHCH. Coupling reactions of the type CH
+ CCH3 are more favourable than CH + CH coupling, which
is attributed to the σ-donating effect of the alkyl substituent.
CH + CH coupling is much more favourable n the stepped
site of the Ru(112̄1) surface than on the terrace site. The difference originates from the stronger overlap of the forming
π-bonds between the CH fragments with the partially empty
d-orbitals of the more reactive metal surface atoms, resulting
in decreased Pauli repulsion. The preferred coupling pathway
in the CO insertion mechanism involves the reaction between
C and CO followed by facile C–O bond cleavage in CCO. All
the CHxCO intermediates are relatively unstable on the surface as compared to CHx and CO, so that the overall barriers
for chain-growth via CO-insertion are much higher than
those via CH + CH coupling. The kinetic consequence of this
difference is that high chain-growth rate constants are predicted for the carbide mechanism, whereas these are very low
for the CO insertion mechanism. This kinetic analysis predicts methane to be the main product during CO hydrogenation within the CO insertion mechanism. With kinetic
parameters computed for the carbide mechanism, high
chain-growth probability is predicted. The carbide mechanism
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explains the formation of long hydrocarbon chains on the
stepped Ru surface.
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